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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our basic aim here is to extend and improve the error bounds for spline 
and L-spline interpolation recently given by Swartz and Varga [ll]. In so 
doing, we also extend some recent results of Scherer [9]. To illustrate one 
such improvement, consider the interpolation of a given functionfE C”[a, b], 
with 0 < k < 2m, by a smooth polynomial spline s E ~?+~[a, b], of local 
degree 2m - 1 on each segment of a uniform partition A of [a, b], where s 
is uniquely determined from f by means of 
(f - s>w = 0, l<iidN-1, 
Dyj-- s)(u) = D(f - s)(b) = 0 for 0 < j < min(k, m - l), (1.1) 
Dfs(u) = Djs(b) = 0 if k<j<m-1, 
with xi E a + ih, h = (b - a)/N, 0 < i < N. It is known from [l 1, Theo- 
rem 7.41 that there exists a constant K, independent off and h, such that 
where w, denotes the usual L-modulus of continuity. If,fE WDk[a, b] with 
1 < k < 2m, and 2 <p < cc, one can deduce from (1.2) (cf. [ll, Corol- 
lary 7.51) that 
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For 0 < k < 2m and 2 < p < co, the above results can be improved and 
extended (cf., Theorem 6.2) to 
II Wf- m&&b1 3 O<j<k-1 if k>@, p<q<co? 
II D"(f - f~llL,ra,al > j = k P = 4, (1.4) 
II Of llL,&,bl > if k<j<2m-1, p<q<az, 
where 02, denotes the L,-modulus of continuity (cf. (2.2)) and S E C2riz--2[a, b 
is again a smooth polynomial spline, of local degree 2m - 1 on each segment 
of A, which interpolatesfin a manner similar to (1.1) (cf. (6.9)). 
We shall also obtain here improved interpolation error bounds for 
L-spline interpolation (Section 4), Hermite L-spline interpolation (Section 4), 
and an improved stability analysis for L-spline and Hermite L-sphne inter- 
polation (Section 5) as originally considered in [I 11. In Section 6, we extend 
the results of [I I] concerning polynomial spline interpolation on uniform 
partitions of [a, b] for general boundary interpolation of the second integral 
relation type (cf. (6.4)). Finally, in Section 7, we give some improved inter- 
polation error bounds for smooth spline interpolation, where the spline is 
locally of even degree on each segment of the partition, which extend certaEn 
recent results of Scherer [9]. 
2. NOTATION 
For - co < a < b < + co, and for any extended real number p satisfying 
I < p < co, let L,[a, b] denote as usual the Banach space of real-value 
Lebesgue-measurable functions f defined on [a, b] such that JB j S(t)j” dt < co 
if 1 <p < co, and such that f is essentially bounded on [a, b] if p = f co, 
endowed with the norm 
More generally, WP”[a, b], with k a positive integer and 1 < p < co, denotes 
the Sobolev space of all real-valued functions f defined on [a, b] whose 
(k - 1)st derivative is absolutely continuous, and for which D”~E L,[re, b 
(Here, D” = (~/AT)“.) We also set WDo[a, b] E LP[a9 b]. The norm on 
Wsk[a, b] is given, as usual, by 
f540/d3-3 
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For any-f E W,“[a, b], it is well known (cf. Hestenes [6] and Whitney [14]) 
that f can be extended to a function i in WDk[2a - b, 2b - a]. One way of 
concretely achieving this is to set (cf., Johnen [7]) 
f(x) = i c,f(b + 2-i(b - x)), 
i=o 
x E (b, 2b - a], 
= f (x)7 x E [a, bl, 
= i. Cif@ + 2-Q - a, x E [2u - b, a), 
where the real numbers ci , 0 < i <‘k, uniquely solve the following 
Vandermond system of linear equations: 
i. ~(-2)~~’ = 1, 0 < i < k. 
We remark that the mappingf+j, as defined in (2.1), is a bounded linear 
transformation from WPL[u, b] to WP1”[2a - b, 2b - a]. We shall assume 
throughout that f~ WPL[u, b] (k 3 0 and 1 < p < co) is extended by 
means of (2.1), if values off(x) are required for x E [2a - b, 2b - a] - [a, b]. 
With the above convention, for anyf E L&z, b] and for any 0 < t < b - a, 
we set 
%J(f, 0 = sup ,h,<t I(/,” 1 f(x + 4 -“WI” dx)l’p/, \ 
(2.2) 
where w,(f, t) is called the L,-modulus ef continuity off on [a, b]. As is 
well known, (cf. Achieser [I]) w,(f, t) is a nondecreasing function of t, for 
which 
I!$ %(f, t> = 0 if ! 
f~ L,[u, ‘1, l<p<oo, 
f E Cob, bl, P = 03, (2.3) 
where C”[u, b], k > 0, denotes the set of all real-valued functions g(t), 
defined on [a, b], such that Dig is continuous on [a, b] for all 0 < i < k. 
In addition, if fE W,l[u, b] with 1 < T < p, it can be verified, upon repre- 
senting the integral of (2.2) as an appropriate sum, each term of which is 
an integral over an interval of length at most t, that 
w,(f, t) < 4t1+‘11”-‘1/T) /j Df IIL,ra,bl .
For any 0 < h < 2(b - a) and for any f E L,[a, b], we define 
.Mx> = ; j-+;ff(t) 4 x E [a, bl, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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as the Stekloflfinction off (cf. Achieser [l]). With Fubini’s Theorem a 
the Hijlder inequality, it directly follows from (2.2) and (2.5) that 
Ilf-h!lz,ra,bl ,< %(“A WI‘ 124 
More generally, if f~ WP”[a, b], then evidently fh E &‘~+,[a3 b] for any 
8 < h < 2(b - a), and, moreover, from (2.5) we verify that 
(2.7) 
Thus, from (2.6) and (2.7), iffe WPk[a, b], then 
II ~Yf-.hk&L7J1 < %sm W2h O<j<k. 
Finally, forf~ lVP”[a, b], it follows from (2.5) that 
D”‘“f,(x) = (l/h)(D’“f(x + h/2) - D’“f(x - h/2)) 
for almost all x in [a, b], from which we deduce that 
For a positive integer iV, 
A: a = x, < x1 < .a. < xN = b 
denotes a partition of [a, b] with knots xi . The collection of ail such partitions 
of [CZ, b] is called 9’(a, b). We define d = max{(xi+l - xi): 0 < i < N - 43 
and 4 = min{(x,+l - xi): 0 < i < N - I} for each partition B of the 
form (2.10). For any real number cr with u 3 1, .PO(a: b) then denotes the 
subset of all partitions d in sl(a, b) for which d < aA. In particular, ~?~(a, 6) 
is the collection of all uniform partitions of [a, b]. 
If ?rlz denotes the collection of all real algebraic polynomials of 
at most n, then for any nonnegative integers II and m with n > m 3 0, the 
polynomial spline space Sp(n, m, A) is defined (cf. Scherer [9]) by 
Sp(n, m, A) = (s(x): s E W,“[a, b], s(x) E 7rn for x E (xi : xill), 
i = 0, I,..., N - I>. (2.11) 
We remark that Sp(n, m, A) is a finite-dimensional subspace of W,*l[a, &J 
If m > 1, then as wa”[a, b] C C”-l[a, b], each element of Sp(n, m, A) is iw 
C+‘[a, b]. 
Since we shall make use of the related concept of L-splines, we describe 
them briefly. Given the differential operator L or order m, 
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where cj E Ci[a, b], 0 <j f m, with c,(x) >, S > 0 for all x E [a, b], and 
given a partition d of the form (2.10) for N > 1 let z = (zl, z2 ,..., ~~-3, 
the incidence vector, be an (N - 1)-tuple of positive integers with 1 < zi < m, 
1 < i < N - 1. Then, the L-spline space Sp(L, d, z) is (cf. Ahlberg, Nilson, 
and Walsh [2] and Schultz and Varga [S]) the collection of all real-valued 
functions w defined on [a, b] such that 
L*Lw(x) = 0, x E (a, b) - (X$}L<l, 
(2.12) 
D”w(x,-) = D”w(x~+) for O<k<2m-1-zzi, 1 <i<N-1, 
where L* is the formal adjoint of L. From (2.12), we see that 
Sp(L, d, z) c W?+Q, b] where p = max(zi: 1 < i < N - l}. (2.13) 
Moreover, on comparing the definitions of (2.11) and (2.12), we see that 
Sp(P, A, 2) = Sp(2m - 1,2m - 1, A) if 5 = (I, I ,..., Z), where 1 < I < m. 
In what is to follow, we shall denote throughout any generic constant 
which is independent of the functions considered and is independent of the 
maximum mesh spacing 2, by the symbol K. These constants, however, in 
general do depend upon n, m, a, b, the various norms and orders of deriva- 
tives used, as well as upon 0 if d E PU(a, 6). 
3. BASIC COMPARISON FUNCTIONS 
As in Swartz and Varga [ll], the key idea here is an elementary one, 
based on the triangle inequality. From known interpolation errors for 
smooth functions g, error bounds for less smooth functions, f, are determined 
as follows. A smooth piecewise polynomial interpolant g off is constructed, 
and bounds forf - g are determined (Theorem 3.5). A spline interpolant, s, 
off is then defined, which is also the spline interpolant of this smooth g. 
Then, bounds forf - s will follow from known bounds forf - g and g - s. 
To begin, we state an interpolation result of Swartz and Varga [ 11, Corol- 
lary 3.31. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given f E Wy[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m, and given A E @Ja, b), 
let $ be the unique interpolant off in Sp(4m + 1, 2m + 1, A) such that 
D(f - ‘@(Xi) = 0, O<jGk, O<i<N, 
Dj$(xJ = 0, k<j<2m, O<i<N. 
(3.1) 
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We remark that since jl $J lIL,[a,bl < (b - a)‘1i4)-(1/P) ~1 #IIQ~,~I for any 
Z+!J E &,[a, 61 and for any 4 with 1 < 4 <p, the upper bounds of (3.2) can 
be trivially extended to the full range of 4, i.e., ! < 4 < co, simply by 
replacing the exponent of d in (3.2) by k + 1 -j + min(0, (l/q) - (l/p)). 
This same extension of course applies to all subsequent bounds developed. 
With Lemma 3.1, we prove the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. Given j’E WPk[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m, andgiven A E gO(a, b), 
let g” be the unique interpokmt offh (defined in (2.5)) in Sp(4~z f 1: 2m + 1, A), 
in the sense oJ’(3.1). With h = 2, then 
JqJ)k-i+cl/d-cl/P) w,(pA 3) 
> !i Dk(f- A?)II~J~,~I , 
i 
k = .i, P = q, 
’ 11 D’g” h,[a,bl > k < j < 2m, P<4<=). 
(3.3) 
Proqfi To establish the first inequality of (3.3)9 the triangle inequality 
gives 
11 O”(f - .i?%L&,bl < 11 Dk(f-fh)lii&,bl + /I O”(fh - g)i!L&,bl . c34 
Since g” is the unique interpolant of fh E Wy[a, b] in Sp(4m + 1, 2m + 1) 
in the sense of (3.1) the last term of (3.4) can be bounded above from (3.2) 
of Lemma 3.1 by Kajj Dkflfh lIL,[a,h~ L But, it follows from (2.9) with h = d 
that I/ P+lf, llL,[a,bl < (ii-l w,(D7s A), whence 
II Wfh - ‘aLJa,zJl G ~%@X 4. 
Similarly, from (2.8) and the nondecreasing property of CC)~ 
that 
which then gives the desired first inequality of (3.3). The second inequality 
of (3.3) similarly follows from (2.9) and the second inequality of (3.2) 
The next lemma is well known, but for completeness, a short proof is given 
LEMMA 3.3. For u E WP1[c, d] where - 00 < c < d < co, assume that 
there is some x,, E [c, d] for which u(x,,) = 0. Then, for any q with 1 < q < 00, 
il u IIL,[~,~I < Cd - cY+(~/~~--(~/~~ II Du IL,~I . (3.5) 
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Proof. Clearly, II u IILgh,d < @ - W II u IIL,kd = @ - Wg I @3I for 
some [ E [c, d]. Since u(t) = $, Du(t) dt, then from Holder’s inequality, 
j u(f)\ < 1 5 - x0 l1-1/2, (SE0 1 Du(t)/” dt)l/p < (d - c)l--llp I/ Du IIL,[c,dl , whence 
II ZJ II qc,ca < (d - 41+c1’a)-c1’p) II Dull~,rc,ca . Q.E.D. 
The result of Lemma 3.3 can be immediately applied as follows: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Given f E Wpk[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m, and given 
A E g,,(a, b), let g be the unique interpolant off in Sp(4m + 1, 2m + 1, A), 
such that 
Wf - g)W = 0, O<j<k--1 if k>O, O<i<N, 
D”(fh - d(xi> = 0, O&i<N, (3.6) 
Djg(xJ = 0, k<j<2m, O<i<N. 
Ifh=dandifk>O,then 
@jk-j+(l/d-U/%N II D”U-- g)llqn,bl 
b II Nf - dllqa,a 3 0 <j < k - 1, p < q < co. (3.7) 
Proof. If k > 0 and if 0 <j < k - 1, then from (3.6), Dj(f - g)(xJ = 0, 
0 < i < N. Since Djcf - g) E Wi-j[a, b], the inequality of (3.5) can be 
applied on each interval [xi , xi+& 0 < i < N - 1, of [a, b], which gives, 
forp G 4 < a, 
llf- g IIqa,a~ < AlI D(f - g)L,ta,bl < 0.. < (@+1 II D”-Yf - dllqa,bl 
< K(d)k+(llq)-clla) jjD”(f - g))ll~,[n.b~ , 
from which (3.7) follows. Q.E.D. 
It is not difficult to show that the unique interpolant g in Sp(4m + 1, 
2m + 1, A) off, in the sense of (3.6), has the following representation: for 
x E [xi , xi+J, and hi = xi+1 - xi , then for k > 0, 
k--l Djf(xJ 
&I = c 
j=O 
-+X-X$+ (kh$, J’Q(y;t)DY(xi+h,t)dt 
* 0 z 
t hi” [D%(x3 * &,a &j+) + W&+I) . h,k (y)-) (3.8) 
z 
where (cf. Swartz and Varga [ll]) +o,k(x) and &(x) are the unique poly- 
nomials of degree 4m + 1 such that 
W<,dO> = Lt - ho, D%,k(l> = %k . %J, 0 <j < 2m, i = 0, I, 
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and where Q(JJ; t), for t E [0, 11, is the unique polynomial interpolation, as 
a function of y, of (y - t)t--’ such that Q(y; t) is a po~~~orn~al of degree 
4rn + 1 in y with 
where y. = 0 and y1 z 1, and D, denotes differentiation with respect o the 
first variable y. Similarly, the unique interpolant g” in Sp(4m t 1 s 2m + 1) 
offh , in the sense of (3.1), has the following represelitatio~: for x E cxi , x~+~] 




. 0 b 
For the case k = 0, the representations of (3.8) and (3.9) remain valid with 
the sum and integral terms deleted. 
With these representations for g and 2, we now prove the main result of 
this section, which will be repeatedly used in subsequent developments. 
THEOREM 3.5. Givenf E WPk[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m, andgiven A E Po(ua, b), 
let g be the unique interpolant off in Sp(4pn + 1, 2m + 1, 
qf (3.6). Then, with h E d, 
II Wf - dllqa,bl > O<j<k-I if k>O, p<q<oo, 
II DYf - dllqz,al 1 .i = k, P = q, (3.10) 
il W !IL,+,~I , k<j<2m, p<q<as. 
Proof. Assume first that k = 0. If g is the unique interpolant of 1% in 
Sp(4m + 1,2m + 1, A), in the sense of (3.1), it follows from (3.6) that 
2 = g. Hence, the inequalities of (3.3) for the case j = k = 0 directly 
establish the second and third inequalities of (3.10). 
Next, assume that 0 ==c k < 2m. To establish the first and second inequali- 
ties of (3.10), it is sufficient, because of (3.7) of Corollary 3.4, to show that 
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Again, if g” is the unique interpolant of fh in Sp(4m + 1,2m + 1,O) in the 
sense of (3.1), then by the triangle inequality, 
II mf- dllLp[a,bl G II wf- ~)II+,~~ + II w - dllLera,bl . (3.12) 
The first term on the right of (3.12) is, from the first inequality of (3.3) of 
Lemma 3.2, bounded above by Ko,(D% d). To bound the last term of 
(3.12), we make use of the representations of (3.8) and (3.9) for g and g”. 
For any x E [xi , xifl], and for any k < j < 2m, it follows from (3.8) and 
(3.9) that 
{Dkfh,(xi + hit) - Pf(xi + hit)} dt. 
Because DVz(2(y; t) is uniformly bounded on [0, l] x [0, l] for any 
0 < 1 < 2m, then by Holder’s inequality, 
x E [Xi > Xi+J 
Upon integrating the above expression with respect to x, summing on i, 
0 < i < N - 1, and upon applying Jensen’s inequality, it follows that 
Using (2.8), this implies that 
I/ Dj(g’ - g)jll&$] < K(B)“-j+‘l~a)-(l/~) w,(DX J), 
k<j<2m, p<q<oo. 
Thus, with j = k and p = q, then ji P(g” - g)ll,,[,,,] < Kw,(PA J), which 
establishes the first and second inequalities of (3.10). 
Finally, to establish the third inequality of (3.10) when 0 ==c k < 2m and 
p < q < co, we have by the triangle inequality that 
II 0% lIqa,al < II Wg - g”)llqa,a~ + II @g” ll~,~a,a 3 k<j<2m. (3.14) 
The inequality of (3.13) then suitably bounds the first term on the right of 
(3.14), and the second inequality of (3.3) then suitably bounds the last term 
of (3.14). Q.E.D. 
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4. L-SPLINE INTERPOLATION 
Here, as well as in subsequent developments, we make use of the following 
modified convention. If A E 9(a, b) and if LPg E L,[xi , xi+J for each su 
interval [xi , xi+J of [a, b] defined by A, then j[ Pg IIL,[a,s~ is defined by 
For the L-spline spaces Sp(L, A, z) as defined in Section 2, we state an 
interpolation result of Swartz and Varga [I 1: Corollary 3.6]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Given f E Wp[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m and 2 < p < co, and 
given A E PJa, b), let s be the unique interpolant of J’ in Sp(L, A, z) slrch that 
for z, Es m = ZN ) 
D(f - s)(xJ = 0, O,(j<min(k,zi--1), O<i<iV9 
Djs(x,) = 0, if k<j<zi-1, O<i<N, 
(4.2) 
then, 
For polynomial splines, i.e., L = D”, Ilfllw;+lta,~l can be replaced in (4.3) 
by II D”+lfll~,[a,a . 
The followmg application of Theorem 3.5 is then an improvement of the 
above result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Given f~ WP”[a, b] with 0 ,< k < 2m and 2 < p < co, 
and given A E PO(a, b), let s be the unique interpolant off in Sp(L, A, z) such 
that for z, = m = zN, 
D’(f - S)(Xi) = 0, 0 \( j < min(k - 1, Zi - 1) if k > < i < iv, 
D”ML - SXXi) = 0, $ k<zi-l, O<i<N, (4.4) 
DG(x,) = 0, if k<j,(zi--1, O<i<N. 
Then, with h = 3, 
K(if)k-j+(l/‘-/a) (w,(D’cf, 2) + d . I/f Ilwgqa,& 
II DYf - s)ll~,ra,a~ 2 O<j<k-1 tf k>0, p<q<a, 
II D”(f- S)IIL~MI > j = k P = 4, (4.3 
II D’S ll~,[a,a~ 3 if k<j<2m-1, p<q<oo. 
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For polynomial splines, i.e., L = D”, the term d * lIfllwz[a,bl can be 
deleted in (4.5). 
Proof. Let g be the unique interpolant off in Sp(4m + 1,2m + 1, A) in 
the sense of (3.6). Consider first the special case k = 0. By the triangle 
inequality, 
llf- s ~IL,LOI G IIf-.& lI~,ta,a~ + llh - g Ilqa,b~ + II g - s Ilqa,t~ . (4.6) 
From (2.6), the first term on the right of (4.6) is bounded above by o,(f, a). 
Next, since fh E WD1[a, b] and since the unique interpolant J of fh in 
Sp(4m + 1,2m + 1, d) in the sense of (3.1) is such that 1 = g, then upon 
applying (2.9) and (3.2) of Lemma 3.1 for the case 4 = p and j = k = 0, 
we similarly have that ilfh - g IIQ,~I < Kw,(f, d). Next, since s is also by 
definition the unique interpolant of g in Sp(L, d, z) in the sense of (4.2) 
with k = 0, the bounds of (4.3) of Lemma 4.1 imply that 
II g - 3 IlL&bl < wY+‘l’p)-(l’z) II g llW,%,bl . (4.7) 
Now, II Dg llL,~,a~ G Kll Dfh IIL L~I from W% so that II Dg L,MA d 
K(J)-l o,(f, A), using (2.9). STmilarly from (3.10), 
Thus, 
II g lIw,l[a,b~ = II g II~,ta,a + II Dg IIqa,a~ < G$>-’ . w,(f, JI + Ilfl!r,ra,~~ , 
(4.8) 
and combining the above inequality with (4.7) yields 
II g - s llLJa,bl < qv’p)-(1’2) (4.L 4 + J . IlfllLJa,7Jl). 
The above bound, in conjunction with the other bounds for (4.6), then 
gives that llf - s 11~ raby G I@Y1/p)-‘1/2~ {qdf, a) + 2 1 llfllL [a,b~h the 
desired second inequal& of (4.5) for the case k = 0. Finally, to-obtain the 
desired third inequality of (4.5) for the case k = 0, one simply combines the 
second inequality of (4.3), i.e., 11 Djs IILq[a,bl < K(@-j+c1/q)-c112) II g jjw,qa,al , 
with (4.8). 
Assume now that 0 < k < 2m. Write Dj(f - s) = Dj(f - g) + Dj( g - s) 
or Djs = Di(s - g) + Djg, where g is the unique interpolant of f in 
Sp(4m + 1,2m + 1,O) in the sense of (3.6). Because of the inequalities of 
(3.10) of Theorem 3.5, it suffices to suitably bound Dj(g - s) and Dig to 
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establish the inequalities of (4.5). Now, since s is also the unique i~te~ola~~ 
of g in Sp(L, d, z) in the sense of (4.2) then applying (4.3), 
K(b)“+l-j+(l/P)-cl/%) /I g lIWg+l[a,6] 
Next, since II Djg IIL~[~,~,I < II Wf- ghc,m + Ii Wll~,r~~ for 0 <j G k 
the bounds of (3.10) directly give that /I Djg jj~~,~~ < K(A)“: w&D% d) + 
II WIL,J~,~I fcx 0 <j < k and that I/D”+% IL W,I < GW ~~d-l)ks, aI. 
Hence, upon adding, Ij g Ilw~l[a,b~ < x(W1 4$L JI + llfllwV,k~a,d~ Thus, 
substituting this bound in (4.9) then gives the desired inequalities of (4.5) 
for the case 0 < k < 2m. .E.D. 
It is worth noting that if f E WPk[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m and 2 < p < co: 
and if (Ll,>rZi E P,,(a, b) with lim,+, di = 0, the above result of (4.5) of 
Theorem 4.2 does not necessarily imply that lim,,, // D”(f - s&,[~,~~ = 
where si is the unique interpolant off in Sp(L, Ai , S)), in the sense of (4~ 
However, if p = q = 2 or if w,(D’cf, S) < JYW~)--(~~P)F(~) where F(6) -+ 0 
as 6 .+ 0, then lirniha // D”(f - s&J~,~~ = 0. However, we shall later show 
in Section 6 that, for smooth polynomial splines over u~l~~~?~ meshes, this 
limit is zero without further restrictions. 
Another case in which limi,, 11 D”(f - Si)l/L,[a,bl = 0 for f~ WP”[a, b] 
that of Hermite L-splines (cf. Swartz and Varga [ll, Section 6]), i.e., for t 
L-spline space Sp(L, A, %?) for which 
5 = (So ) 21 )...) 2.N) with & = m, 0 < i < M. (4.18) 
The following result, derived in [ll], but stated in a slightly weaker form 
in [II, Corollary 6.21, is the starting point. 
LEMMA 4.3. Given f E Wy[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m and I <p < co 
given A E .PO(a, b), let s be the unique interpolant off in (cf. (4.10)) Sp(L, 
in the sense of 
D(f - s)(xJ = 0, O<j<min(k,m-I), O<Z<N, 
(4.13) 
Djs(x,) = 0, if k<j,(m-I, O<i<iQ. 
Then, 
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For polynomial splines, i.e., L = D m, the term \jfl)wyta,b~ can be replaced 
in (4.12) by II Dk+lfllL,[a,b~ . 
With Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 3.5, we then establish the following: 
THEOREM 4.4. Given f E Wek[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m and 1 <p < 00, 
and given A E .Y,,(a, b), let s be the unique interpolant off in Sp(L, A, 52) in the 
sense of (4.4) with Si = m, 0 < i < N. Then, with h = a, 
K(d)k--j+(l/q)--(l/p) {w,(D”f, 2) + (@m-k lIf(lw,lcra,bl} 
3 
I 
II WI- - &+x,b~ 9 O<j<k-I if k>O, p<q<co, 
k 
II D cf- 4IIqa,a1 5 j = k, P = 4, (4.13) 
II Dj,s lIqa,a > if k<j<2m-1, p<q<.co. 
For polynomial splines, i.e., L = D”, the term (A))2nz-k \\f\\w,*ta,b~ can be 
deleted in (4.13). 
Proof. Assume k > 0, and let g E Sp(4m + 1,2m + 1, A) be the unique 
interpolant off in the sense of (3.6). Writing Dj(f- s) = Dj(f - g) + Dj(g - s), 
it suffices from (3.10) to suitably bound I[ Dj(g - s)llt [a,al for 0 <j < k - 1 
and p < q < co. Next, s is by definition also the unique interpolant of g 
in Sp(L, A, 9)>, both in the sense of (4.1 l), as well as in the sense of 
Dj(g - s)(xi) = 0, O<j<m-1, O<i<N. 
As such, it follows from Swartz and Varga [ll, Eq. (6.4)] that, for 
xE[Xi,Xi+JandforO<j<2m- 1, 
where hi = x~+~ - xc . Thus, 
2m II D’(g - ~IILJ~/.~~+J < Khi - ‘+l’a{ll D2”g Il~,re~,a~+,~ + II DPms ~IL,[~,,.~+,I~. 
(4.14) 
Since L * Ls(x) = 0 in (xi , xi+3 and c,(x) >, 6 > 0 for x E [a, b], we have, 
as in [ll], that 
m-1 
which, with the triangle inequality, yields 
m-1 
II Dzmz ll~,[z~,z(+~ < K c {II D”(s - dll~,ro,,zi+,l + II D’s? IILJ~~.~~+~II. (4.15) 
z=o 
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Because of the local character of Hermite L-spline interpolation, we caa 
apply (4.12) of Lemma 4.3 with q = co, k = 2m - 1, and [a, 51 = [xi 9 X&I] 
to bound the first term on the right of (4.19, i.e., II D’(s - g)ilL,+tli < 
qp--i--(l’P) II g l\w~%~,~i+,l for 0 < 1 < 2m - 1. The facl that g IS a poly- 
nomial on [xi , xi+J simliarly allows us to bound the last tesm of (4.15) by 
(cf. Swartz [lo]) II Dzg IILn[x,,oi+l~ < K(=J)-(l’r) !/ 0% IIL,~oi,z~_l~ . With these 
bounds, (4.15) becomes 
I/ Dzn% l/~~cz~,+~~ < K(@--(“” II g Il~;~[iT~,r~+~j + @)--(l”) 11 g ~IE$~-%~,~~+J 
With the above bound, (4.14) becomes 
11 Dj(g - s)ljL. [$. m. P 2’ l-71 ] < K(.q~-~+(l~~)-~~~~~ I! g jlw ~.m[,~,zi~l: . (a.16) 
Summing now on i and applying Jensen’s inequality yields for 0 <j < 2m - I 
andp Gs, 
II DYs - ~)llL*la,~J \ < M(~)2nl-j;(llq)-t1/p) 1; g jlW$mEu,b] ~ (4.17) 
To complete the proof, write 
Applying (3.10) of Theorem 3.5, then gives that 
II g h+yYa,~l G N4k-2m ~,P’Ef, 4 + llfilW&.~~ ~ 
The above inequality, when combined with (4. X 6) and (3. IO) of Theorem 3.5, 
yields the desired Hurst two inequalities of (4.13) fear the case k > 0. To obtain 
the third inequality of (4.13) for the case k > 0, it su%ms to write 
Djs = P(s - g) 7 I Dig, and to apply the same analysis. The case k = @t 
can be similarly established with obvious modifications in the above 
ZSX&ySiS. QED. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.4, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.5. With the assumptions of Theorem 4.4, let {A J& E P’,(a, b) 
with lim,,, 2, = 0, and let s, be the unique interpolant of ,f in the Hermite 
45spline space SP(L, 4 , .W) in the sense qf (4.1 I). Then, with the uddit~#n~~ 
hypothesis (cf. (2.3)) that D”~E CO[a, b] ifp = ~3, 
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It is interesting to remark that if f E WD’“[a, b] with m < k < 2m, then 
the unique interpolant s offin Sp(L, A, .S) in the sense of (4.4) is independent 
of fh , and thus, this interpolant s is identical with the one considered in 
Swartz and Varga [l l] in their Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2. Comparing 
these results, we see that the special case p = cc of Theorem 4.4 above 
essentially reduces to Theorem 6.1 of [ll], the only change being that the 
hypothesis thatf’g C”[a, b] in [ll, Theorem 6.11 is weakened tofE Wmk[a, b] 
in Theorem 4.4. Moreover, when m < k < 2m, Theorem 4.4 above sharpens 
the corresponding result of Lemma 4.3 (cf. [ll, Corollary 6.2]), with k + 1 
replaced by k, in the following ways: (i) an upper bound for 11 P(f - ~)Ij+~l 
is determined in Theorem 4.4 which is not provided by Lemma 4.3, and (ii) the 
quantity ljf[jw,a~a,b~ in (4.12) of Lemma 4.3 is replaced in (4.13) of Theorem 4.4 
by the smaller quantity (when ii -+ 0): ~%Wcf, 4 + (42m-k llfllw L[a,al). 
Finally, if fE Wim[a, b], a case already covered by Lemma 4.3, we &mark 
that the use of (2.4) in conjunction with the case k = 2m - 1 of (4.13) of 
Theorem 4.4 gives the same upper bounds as in (4.12), i.e., 
&742m-~+cl/~Hl/P~ i/fil w;m;"[a,bl  II wf - ~)llL,b,bl 9 
O<,j<2m-1, p<q<co. (4.19) 
We remark that the exponents of a, as given in (4.13) cannot in general 
be improved. This can be seen from counterexamples in Schultz and 
Varga [8], Birkhoff, Schultz, and Varga [4], and Subbotin [12]. We further 
remark that upper bounds for interpolation errors in terms of norms of 
Besov spaces, as described in Hedstrom and Varga [5], could also be readily 
carried out here, but such extensions will not be considered further here. 
5. STABILITY OF I;-SPLINE INTERPOLATION 
As discussed in Swartz and Varga [ll], one can suitably perturb the data 
defining an L-spline interpolant without affecting the nature of the original 
error bounds for this interpolation. Such results are referred to as stabiZity 
results for L-spline interpolation (cf. [ll]). We now give such a stability 
result for the Hermite L-spline interpolation of Theorem 4.4 (which covers 
the case of Lagrange interpolation, as discussed in [ll]). Its proof is based 
on the following slightly improved result of [ll, Corollary 6.41. 
LEMMA 5.1. Given .f E Wi”‘[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m and 1 < p < co, and 
given A E PO(a, b), let s be the unique interpolant off in the Hermite L-spline 
space Sp(L, A, S) such that 
Ds(x,) = oli,j ) O<j<m-1, O<i<N, (5.1) 
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where it is assumed that functions F+(f, B), 0 < i d N, exist such that 
K(d)k+P--j Fi(f, 2) 
a I w-b4 - %,j I> 
i 
O<j<min(k,m-I), O<iiN, 
I %,i I, if k<j<m-I, O<i<l% c-4 
With 
then 
II Fll, = i 
ii g Fi’(f, 6))li7, I.<?-<a, 
i=O (5.3) 
max(FiCf, 2): 0 < i < N), r= co, 
K(d)k+l-j+(l/q)-(ljp) (llfllwya,b~ + /I Fii,> 
For polynomial splines, i.e., L = D”, Ij f ilW~‘[&,] can be replaced in (5.4) 
by 11 D"+'f ilL [a,bl . 
The follo&ng application of Theorem 3.5 is then an improvement of the 
above result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Given f E WP”[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m and 1 ,< p < cx), 
and given A E @Ja, b), let s be the unique interpolant in the Hermite L-spline 
space Sp(L, A, 2) in the sense of (5.1), where it is assumed that factions 
Fi(J J), 0 < i < N, exist such that 
,(&p-j Fi(,fi Lq 
I -W(xJ - ai,j I> O<,j<min(k-l,m-1) !f k>O, O,<i<Ny 
I DkfhcSh(xi) - %,k IT j=k, if k<m-1, O<i<N? (5.5) 
1 %,j I, if k<j\<m-I, O<i<NN. 
Then, with h = a, 
qqk-i+(l/a,-cl/P, {(w,(D% J) + jiFll,'+ d ' !if iiW,“[a,bl~~ 
11 DYf - d/L,ta,bl > O,(j<k-1 if k>O, p<q<a, 
11 Wf - Sh,[a,bl 9 j = k, P = 4, (5.5) 
II Ds IILJa,bl 3 if k<j<2m--1, p<q<e. 
For polynomial splines, i.e., L = Dm, the term I! f llw,%,al can be replace 
by II D"f l!qa,el .
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Proof. Because of the similarity with past proofs, it is necessary only to 
outline the basic idea of this proof. First, let u be the unique element in 
Sp(4m + 1,2m + 1, d) such that 
LPu(xJ = Df(xJ - ai,j ) 0 <j < min(k - l,m - 1) if k > 0, 
O<i<N, 
= Ph(Xi> - %,k 3 j=k if k<m-1, O<i<N, 
zzz -%A 3 if k<j<m-1, O<i<N, 
= 0, m<j<2m, O<i<N, (5.7) 
and let t be the unique interpolant off in Sp(L, d, a) in the sense of (4.4) 
with ii = m, 0 < i < N. Thus, we can write that 
f - s = (f - t) + u + w - s) - 4 (5.8) 
and we see by definition that t - s is the unique interpolant of u in Sp(L, A, 2) 
in the sense of (4.4). As such, we can directly apply the result of (4.12) of 
Theorem 4.4 to (f - t), and the result of (5.4) of Lemma 5.1 to [U - (t - s)]. 
Because this last mentioned bound for [U - (t - s)] depends, from (5.4), 
on II u Il~yd , it is necessary to estimate 11 u Ilw~[a,bl . However, from 
the hypotheses of (5.5) Lemma 4.3 of [II], due to Swartz [lo], shows that 
11 u Ilwyta,~l < K(J)-l I/ F 113), from which (5.6) then follows. Q.E.D. 
As previously mentioned, the case for the Lagrange interpolation of data, 
as described in [l 11, is effectively covered by the above stability result for 
Hermite L-spline interpolation. Specifically, assume that f E WD”[a, b] with 
O<k<2m, and that A E P&z, b) with N >, 2m - 1 (cf. (2.10)). Extending 
f to an element in WPk[2a - b, 2b - a] via (2.1) and similarly extending 
the partition A to a partition a in 9b(2a - b, 2b - a), we can associate 
with each knot xi of A in [a, b], 2m - 1 consecutive knots of o”, say 
XiflPXif2 Y*~%f2m-l~ to its right. If L,,-,,if denotes the Lagrange inter- 
polation off of degree 2m - 1 in these consecutive knots, in the sense that 
@2,-,,ifX%) = fc%>, i<j<i+2m-1, if k>O, 
(~2m-l,if)(xJ = f&4, i<j<i+2m-1, if k=O, 
(5.9) 
then let s be the unique interpolant off in the Hermite L-spline space 
Sp(L, A, 2) such that 
Dis(xi> = D'(L2m-l,if)(Xi)~ O<j<m--1, O<i<N. (5.10) 
In other words, s is the interpolant of (5.1) with c+~ = ~$L2m-1,if)(~i). 
From known error bounds for Lagrange interpolation (cf. [l 1, Corollary 4.2]), 
it can be shown that the conditions of (5.5) of Theorem 5.2 are fulfilled, and 
that jj F 112, < Kw,(D’“f, 2). This then establishes the following: 
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CQROLLARY 5.3. Given f E WPk[a, b] with 0 < k < 2m and 1 <p < co, 
and given A E P,,(a, 6) with N > 2m - 1, let s be the unique Hermite L-spline 
interpolant off in the Lagrange sense qf (5.10). Then, with h = d if k = 0, 
K(d)“-j’““i~)-(l/P) {w,(D’cf, 2) + d . lIfjjw,‘i[a,b]} 
II Dj(f- S)llL&,bl 2 O<j<k-1 if k>O, p<q<<, 
Ii Dk4f- ~IIL~~~,~I , j = k, P = q, (5.11) 
II Djs lIL,&b1 2 if k<j<2m-1, p,<q<a. 
It is interesting to note from the definition of the Lagrange i~terpoIati~~ 
in (5.9) that, for f E WPt[a, b] with k > 0, the Hermite L-spline interpolant s 
of (5.10) is independent of fh . In this case, this interpolant s agrees with 
the Lagrange-type Hermite L-spline interpolant considered in ill, Corol- 
lary 6.41, and again, the above result of (5.11) of Corollary 5.3 sharpens the 
corresponding result of [l 1, Corollary 6.41. 
A result similar to Theorem 5.2 can also be easily educed for general 
L-spline interpolation, but for brevity, this is omitted. The following special 
case of Corollary 5.3, however, is included. 
COROLLARY 5.4. With the assumptions of Corollary 5.3, let (A,>~Tl E .9’,(a, b) 
with Em,,, ai = 0, and let si be the unique interpolant off in the termite 
L-spline space Sp(L, Ai , 9)) in the Lagrange sense of (5.10). Then, with the 
additional hypothesis that Dkf E CO[a, b] ifp = co, 
k~ II D"(f - si)il~,ca,al = 0. (5.12p 
6. POLYNOMIAL SPLINE INTERPOLATION OVER UNIFORM MESHES 
As in Section 8 of Swartz and Varga [l l], consider any set of 2wl real point 
functionals lb = {Bj):T!J1 on Wlm[a, b], called boundary conditions, of &e 
form 
zm-1 
where g E Wlm[a, b]. If the 2m x 4m matrix A4 is defined by 
a,,, 
!: 






. . . 
we assume that 
rank M = 2m, 05.3 
64+./H 
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i.e., the functionals {&};=“,-l are linearly independent. We further assume 
that any g E Wlm[a, b] with Bjg = 0, 0 < j < 2m - 1, satisfies 
i‘” (Dmg(t))2 dt = (-1)” 1” g(t) . Dzmg(t) dt. 
a a 
Finally, as in [ll], there is no loss of generality in assuming that, by means 
elementary row operations, applied to M, the matrix M is in lower reduced 
echelon form, i.e., 
(i) every leading entry (from the right) of each row is unity; 
(ii) every column containing a leading entry (from the right) 
has all other entries zero; (6.5) 
(iii) if the leading entry (from the right) of row i is in column ti , 
then t, ( t, < -.* < tzm . 
We remark that the elementary row operations which bring M into lower 
reduced echelon form leave the property of (6.4) invariant. We further 
remark that a special case of boundary conditions B = (BJ;?J;’ which do 
satisfy (6.3)-(6.5), are given by the so-called Hermite boundary conditions, 
defined by 
&g = Dig(a), Bzjtlg = Dg(b), 0 < j < m - 1. (6.6) 
Other exam&es of such boundary conditions satisfying (6.3)-(6.5) are cited 
in [ll]. 
We now state a particular result of Swartz and Varga [ll, Corollary 8.1 I]. 
LEMMA 6.1. Given f E Wy[a, b], with 0 < k < 2m and 2 <p < co, 
given d E B,(a, b) with N > m (cf. (2.10)), and given the point functionals 
(Bi}&’ of the form (6.1) which satisfy (6.3)-(6.5), let s be the unique inter- 
polant off in Sp(2m - 1,2m - 1, A), in the following sense: 
(f - S)(%> = 0, 1 <iiN-I, 





K(~)k+l-j+(1/~)-(1/9) I/ D”+lflltp[a,b, 
> II Nl-- mJa,al 3 
i 
O<j<k, p<q<a, 
’ /I Djs IIL,[a,bl > if k<j<2m-1, p<q<co. (6.8) 
The proof of the following result, based on Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 3.5, 
is similar to previous proofs given, and is therefore omitted. 
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THEQREM 6.2. Given f E WP”[a, b], with 0 < k < 2m and 2 <p < cc, 
given A E S,(a, b) with N > m, and given the point functionais {Bj}:?J’;” of the 
form (6.1) which satisfy (6.3)-(6.5), let s be the unique i~te~po~a~t off in 
Sp(2m - 1, 2m - 1, A), in the following sense: 
(f - SX%) = 0, I<i<N-1, if k>O, 
(fh - s)&) = 0, l<i<N-1, tf k= 
k-l 
O<j<2m--1, if k>O, 
4s = aj,,fh(4 + bj,Ofh(b), O<j<2m-14, if k=O. 
Then, with h = a, 
COROLLARY 6.3. With the assumptions ofTheorem 6.2, let (A,)~z”=I E gp(a, b) 
with Cm,,, d< = 0, and let si be the unique i~te~po~ant off in Sp(2m - B, 
2m - 1, AJ in the sense of (6.9). Then, with the additional hypothesis (cf. (2.3) 
that D7:ftz CO[a, b] if p = co, 
Kc II D”(f - ~iIiL~ra,b~ = 0. (6.11) 
It is interesting to remark that if the point functionals Bj of (6.1) depen 
only on Dig(u) and Dig(b) for 0 < i < a < 2m - 1, i.e., ~lj,( = bj,i = 
for all O<j<2m-1, r+l<i<2m-1, and iffgWW,“[a,b] with 
T < k < 2m - 1, then the unique interpolant s off in Sp(2m - 1,2m - 1) 
in the sense of (6.9), is independent of fh . In this case, the interpolants s 
Sp(2m - 1,2m - 1, A), as defined by (6.7) and (6.9) are identical, a 
the error bounds of (6.10) represent a sharpening of the error bounds of 
(6.8) (with k replaced by k - 1). If, moreover,fE W,““[a, b] with 2 < p < cc, 
a case already covered in Lemma 6.1, we again remark that the use of (2.4) 
in conjunction with case k = 2m - 1 of (6.10) of Theorem 6.2 gives the 
same upper bounds as in (6.Q i.e., forp < q < 00, 
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We further remark that the inequality of (6.12) in the case j = 0 has been 
shown by Scherer [9, Theorem 91 to hold for more general partitions of [a, b] 
than uniform partitions. In addition, if m = 2 or m = 3, i.e., if cubic or 
quintic splines are considered, it is easy to show that (6.10) is valid for 
d~g,(a,b)foranyo>l. 
7. EVEN DEGREE APPROXIMATION BY LOCAL INTEGRATION 
Several authors (cf. Anselone and Laurent [3], Scherer [9], and Varga [13]) 
have considered the approximation of a given smooth functionf, defined on 
[a, b], by even-ordered splines s which, for a given partition d of [a, b], 
interpolates f by means of Sit+’ (f - s) dx = 0, 0 < i < N - 1, in addition 
to certain specified boundary interpolation. The object of this section is to 
derive new error bounds for such interpolation, based on the results of the 
previous section. 
In analogy with Section 6, consider now any set of 2m + 2 real point 
functionals B = {Bj}iEzl on W~m+2[u, b], of the particular form 
%lg = &>P bg = g(b), 
2m+1 (7.1) 
Bjg = C (uj,iDkg(a) + bj,,Pg(b)}, 2 <j < 2m + 1, g E W~m+2[u, b], 
i=l 
where it is assumed that the associated (2m + 2) x (4m + 4) matrix &? 
satisfies all the hypotheses of (6.3)-(6.5), with m replaced by m + 1. Note 
that since &,g = g(u) and B, g = g(b) from (7.1), then the assumption of 
(6.5ii) implies that the sum for B,g in (7.1), 2 < j < 2m + 1, begins with 
i = 1. For anyf”E ~~m+2[u, b] an d f or any partition of [a, b] with N > m + 1, 
it follows from the discussion in Section 6 that there is a unique s” in 
Sp(2m + 1,2m + 1,O) which interpolates f”in the sense that 
(f - 5)(X$) = 0, O<i<N, 
B,S = Bjf; 
(7.2) 
2<j<2m+l. 
In particular, if f”(x) = Jzf(t) dt, so that fE Wim+‘[u, b], let s” be the unique 
interpolant off” in Sp(2m + 1,2m + 1, A) in the above sense, and define 
s(x) = D?(x). Clearly, s E Sp(2m, 2m, d), and it directly follows from (7.1) 
and (7.2) that 
s xi+1 (f-s)dt = 0, O<i<N-1, o. z (7.3) 
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2 < j < 2m - I, f E W~m+‘[4z, bj. (7.4 
Conversely, it is readily verified that, for any f E W'~m+l[a, 61, there is a 
unique s E Sp(2m, 2m, A) which interpolates f in the sense of (7.3). 
Since our construction yields Dj(f - s)(x) = Dj+l({ - S)(x), then alre 
bounds of (6.10) of Theorem 6.2 can be directly used to prove the following 
result which extends the results of Scherer [9, Theorem IQ] and Varga [13]. 
THEQREM 7.1. Givenf E WP”[a, b], with 0 < k < 2m + I and2 < p < GC, 
given A E Y,(a, b) with N > m + 1, and given the point ,~unct~o~a~s {8,}~!$+’ 
of (7.1) which satisfy (6.3)-(6.9, let s be the unique i~ter~o?a~t oJ”.f in 
Sp(2m, 2m, A), in the following sense: 
2<,j<2m+1, if k>0, 
4s = a~,l.M4 + b&i@), 2<j<2m+l, ij‘ k=0. 
Then, with h = z, 
AqjJ)‘)"-~+'l/4)-cl/P) o,(pf, 2) 
II Wf - aL*Ca,bl 9 o<,i<k--l, p<q<", 
> I! Wf- 414m 3 
/ 
j = k P = 4, 04 
II Djs Ilr,la,bl > if k<j<2m, p<q<oo. 
COROLLARY 7.2. With the assumptions of Theorem 7. I, let (Ai>Tzl E B,(a, b) 
with Em,,, ,?ii = 0, and let si be the unique interpolant off in Sp(2m, 2m, Ai) 
in the sense of (7.5). Then, with the additional assumption that Pf E CQ[a, b 
ifp = 00, 
g% Ii JKf- ~IIL,[~,BI = 0. (7.7) 
Making use once more of (2.4), we also have from (7.6) the result of 
CQROLLARY 7.3. Given f E Wz@l[a, b], 2 < p < 00, and the assumptions 
of Theorem 7.1, then 
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We remark that this simple idea, viz. that of obtaining error bounds for 
spline interpolation in Sp(2m, 2m, A) by considering the derivative of an 
associated interpolation error in Sp(2m + 1,2m + 1, A), can also be 
extended to L-spline-like interpolation where the interpolant is defined 
locally as the solution of an odd-ordered ordinary differential equation. 
It is also clear that a stability analysis for even-ordered splines, i.e., 
where s E Sp(2m, 2m, 0) interpolates approximate data for f E WD”[a, b], 
0 < k < 2m + 1, can also be easily carried out, in analogy with the results 
of Section 5. This permits one, as in Scherer 19, Theorem lo], to replace the 
integrals jzi+‘fdt in the first equation in (7.5) with suitable quadratures, 
with no change in the form of the error bounds of (7.6). 
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